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Original lyrics

Translation in English

1st verse
and chorus
English:

Flew in on a Soyuz rocket into space
Soon the station came in sight
On the way I felt the starlight on my face
Man I had an awesome flight
I’m back at the ISS, yes!
You don’t know how far out that is, boy
Back at the ISS, yes!

Flew in on a Soyuz rocket into space
Soon the station came in sight
On the way I felt the starlight on my face
Man I had an awesome flight
I’m back at the ISS, yes!
You don’t know how far out that is, boy
Back at the ISS, yes!

2nd verse
and chorus
Dutch:

Keek er erg naar uit, ik had zo lang
gewacht
Tot ik weer de lucht in ging
Ik ben nogal allergisch voor de
zwaartekracht
Zweven is toch meer mijn ding
‘k-ben terug in de ISS, yes!
Nu zelfs voor ’n maand of zes
Terug in de IS
Terug in de IS
Terug in de ISS, yes!

I’d been looking forward, had been
waiting for so long
Until I went into space again
I’m quite allergic to gravitation
I’ve always preferred floating
I’m back at the ISS, yes!
This time even for about 6 months
Back at the IS
Back at the IS
Back at the ISS, yes!

1st bridge
(English):

Well, the Earth seems just so new tonight
The oceans deep and blue
The mountains high, the prairies wide
I’m dazzled by the beauty of our planet
and its species too
Oh, hold on

Well, the Earth seems just so new tonight
The oceans deep and blue
The mountains high, the prairies wide
I’m dazzled by the beauty of our planet
and its species too
Oh, hold on

Luna v illuminatore
y zvyozdy svetat mne
No ne zamenit etat svet
Ludey kotorye menja tak zdut y lubat na
zemle

The Moon is in a porthole
and the stars are shining to me
But this light is no substitute for
The people waiting for me and loving me
on Earth

Pasmotry ka na planetu
s vysaty
Mezdu nami net granits
V neba smotret zamirev
ot krasaty
Sotny millionav lits
Ya snova na MKS
Ya znaju sto Gagarin sdes
Snova na MKS

Look at the planet from above
There are no borders between us
Only hundreds of millions of people stand
still charmed by the beauty of the sky
I`m back at the ISS
I know that Gagarin is here
I`m back at the ISS

GUITAR
SOLO
2nd bridge
(Russian):

3rd verse
and chorus
Russian:

